EU CLUSTER WEEKS
2018-2019

#INVESTEU
#EUCLUSTERWEEKS
Awareness-raising campaign **across Europe** on role of clusters & their impact

**46** events between November 2018 – April 2019

**22** countries, **5,600+** participants

Feedback on common challenges & what needs to be done in next generation of regional, national & EU cluster initiatives

[https://www.clustercollaboration.eu/event-calendar/eu-cluster-weeks](https://www.clustercollaboration.eu/event-calendar/eu-cluster-weeks)
Event themes

- Innovation and creativity: 56%
- Cross-sectoral collaboration: 49%
- Smart specialisation: 38%
- Inter-regional EU collaboration: 36%
- Industrial modernisation: 36%
- Digitalisation: 33%
- Scaling-up SMEs: 27%
- Internationalisation/Global value chains: 24%
- Entrepreneurship: 22%
- Resource efficiency/ Eco-innovation/ Circular economy: 22%
- Advanced technologies/ manufacturing: 22%
- Skills: 18%
- Social impact/shared value: 11%
- Other: 7%

%
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https://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/policy/cluster
http://www.clustercolloboration.eu/

@Clusters_EU
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